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Professor Mike Cawthorne, Dean of Science 
and Postgraduate Medicine, passed away on 
21 July. He died peacefully with his partner 
by his side. 

“The sudden loss of my friend and 
colleague Mike was a shock to everyone 
who knew him in the University and outside 
of it. To me, and to all of my colleagues 
in the school of Science, Mike’s loss was 
particularly cruel because he was more than 
just a colleague and a friend; Mike, for us, 
was an inspirational leader without whom 
the school would not be what it is now. 

Mike joined the old School of Science in 
the mid 1990s. His dedication, distinguished 

research record, hard work and visionary 
leadership of the Clore Lab was admirable, 
and he was very keen to establish a multi-
disciplinary research base in the School of 
Science. In 2006, when Professor Kealey (the 
then Vice-Chancellor) asked me to become 
Head of the Department, I was very pleased 
that he agreed on the need to re-constitute 
the School of Science and, more importantly, 
that Mike had agreed to lead the school. 
Mike was a doer and I had the privilege to 
work with such a kind friend and supporting 
colleague. I will miss him very much but his 
memory remains, and I am confident that the 
school will continue the work he started and 
led. Rest in peace, Mike.” 

Sabah Jassim 
Professor of Mathematics and Computation 

and former Head of Applied Computing

“We are deeply saddened by Mike’s 
passing. Mike was a distinguished researcher 
and an inspirational leader who twice led 
our School with many achievements along 
the way. He actively promoted a culture 
of collaborative research and emphasised 
the importance of high quality teaching 
and student engagement. We will miss the 
passion and dynamism he exemplified.”

Harin Sellahewa 
 Head of Applied Computing

Michael Anthony Cawthorne 
1941-2015

Computing At Buckingham 
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The University’s Applied Computing 
Department has received accreditation from 
the prestigious British Computer Society 
(BCS). This will enable students to enhance 
their standing and employability in the field 
of IT.

A panel of BCS accreditation assessors 
rigorously examined the University’s 
programmes, modules, learning and 
teaching, following four years of work led 
by Professor Sabah Jassim (former Head of 
Department) and Hongbo Du (Programme 
Director). The courses are among the first 
fast-track programmes in the country to 
receive BCS accreditation.

Students who choose to study at the 
University of Buckingham will not only 
obtain an academic Bachelor’s (Hons) 
degree in Computing in two-years, but also 
a professional standing which will enhance 
their work profile enormously, thanks to the 
accreditation.

The Programme Director, Hongbo Du, 
said: “The accreditation recognises the 
high quality education in computing that 
we offer. Gaining a professional standing 
and becoming a member of this world-class 
body will help our graduates to build a 
successful career in IT and computing”.

Head of the Applied Computing 
Department at the University, Dr Harin 
Sellahewa, said: “We are delighted 
to receive this external professional 
recognition of quality for our two-year 
degree programmes. This is another 

endorsement of our graduates achieving 
the expected level for these courses and 
a validation of the high standards of our 
teaching and learning environment”. 

Recent figures reveal that computer 
science graduates are the top-earning 
graduates from today’s universities. 
The Higher Education Statistics Agency 
(HESA) data states that computer science 
graduates earn up to £43,895 within six 
months of graduating - four times more 
than bottom earners.

Department receives  
prestigious accreditation
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Applied Computing is heading the 
first KTP project of the University

The Department of Applied Computing 
has just started a three-year Knowledge 
Transfer Partnership (KTP) project on secure 
face recognition. 

A grant of £160,000 was secured in 
August 2014 by Dr Hisham Al-Assam and Mr 
Hongbo Du at Buckingham, in collaboration 
with Mr Yurong Lin, CEO of local company 
Deepnet Security. It was jointly funded 
by Innovate UK and Deepnet Security. 
Dr Matthew Oakes (PhD Sheffield), the 
KTP Associate, joined the project team in 
February this year.

The project aims to develop a state-of-
the-art, sophisticated and secure face 
recognition component to be integrated 
into the company’s multi-factor biometrics-
based authentication software. The 
software will offer business customers, 
such as banks and health organisations, 
a reliable, secure and easy to use 
authentication platform for conducting 

business operations. 
The project will transfer specialised 

knowledge in biometrics-based 
authentication and security systems 
accumulated in the Department over the 
last decade to Deepnet Security, who will 
then deploy cutting-edge authentication 
technologies in the field. 

“Building strong links with the IT 
industry is part of our long-term strategy 
for growth and research impact,” says 
Dr Harin Sellahewa, Head of the Applied 
Computing Department. “The successful 
start of this project demonstrates that our 
effort in forging such links has paid off. We 
shall continue to build on our success and 
further strengthen ties with industry”.

 The Department is currently in the 
process of applying for at least another two 
KTP projects this year.
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Student wins top poster competition

An MSc Computing student has won a 
prestigious academic poster competition 
with a design reflecting a pioneering 
interactive project.

Dhiya Al-Saqri won the Best MSc Poster 
at this year’s Lovelace Colloquium – an 
annual one-day conference for female 
students of Computing and related 
subjects – held at the University of 
Edinburgh. Her poster was one of 54 
selected by organisers of the event to be 
presented.

The poster was based on Dhiya’s MSc 
Project “Digitalised Human Body”. It 
focuses on the use of two technologies 
– Parallax design and Microsoft Kinect 
sensor – to provide a unique, low-cost 
and interactive learning experience for 
students to help them understand the 
human anatomy.

“It was a wonderful feeling when I 
received the email from the organisers 
informing me that I’d been invited to 
present a poster at BCSWomen Lovelace 
Colloquium,” says Dhiya. “I enjoyed the 
two-day visit to Edinburgh and it was a 
fantastic event.”

 Speeches were given by Dr Geetanjali 
Sampemane, a software engineer 
from Google, Dr Kate Ho, a Product 
Manager at Project Ginsberg, Professor 
Lynda Hardman from CWI Amsterdam 
and Professor Barbara Webb from the 
University of Edinburgh.

Dhiya added: “The event provided 
a valuable opportunity to meet other 
female computing students. I was 

delighted to have won the Best Master’s 
student poster and was glad to represent 
my university and my home country, 
Oman”.

Dr Harin Sellahewa, Dhiya’s MSc Project 
Supervisor, added: “We are very proud 
of Dhiya’s achievement. The Digitalised 
Human Body project is really exciting 
because people of different ages will 
be able to use the system in a fun and 
interactive manner. We hope to see the 
finished product in schools, GP surgeries 
and medical schools”.

Dhiya’s study in Buckingham is 
funded by the Applied Computing MSc 
scholarship from the Ministry of Higher 
Education in Oman.
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Graduation 2015

88 Applied Computing and Sarajevo 
School of Science and Technology students 
processed down the aisle for this year’s 
graduation ceremony, held on 20 March. 
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“I became president of the new Computer 
Society at the end of March. They had 
a similar society a few years ago which 
stopped, so we decided to restart it.

I helped start the society because I 
wanted to take part in activities related to 
computing. There are lots of societies in 
the Uni, but they didn’t have anything to do 
with our subject, so we thought it would be 
something interesting and fun to do.

Last term we had a party with the 
Language Society. It was very successful 
and lots of people came. I also organised 
a group meeting so we could get to know 
each other as a society. All the members 
introduced themselves and shared 
what they knew about technology and 
computing. 

The society is very helpful for my degree 

as well, which is in Applied Computing. 
It allows us all to bring our knowledge to 
the group, helping each other with any 
problems. It means everyone can practice 
some basic skills in each of the areas we 
study, for example programming.

Next term I am planning to organise 
some trips. We want to visit the National 
Computer Museum at Bletchley Park, as 
well as some local companies. 

I really like being the President and 
organising events. I can talk to my friends 
and classmates and organise activities 
that we all want to take part in. I’m looking 
forward to seeing even more people getting 
involved and joining in in the future ”.

Fei Xue 
 President of the Computer Society 

Computer Society relaunched
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Graduate internships

 “Abhiram and Jamie joined Document 
Logistix on a three-month placement at 
the beginning of 2015; their roles were 
QA Engineer and Software Engineer 
respectively. The development team at 
Document Logistix is very dynamic and fast 
moving and both students were dropped in 
at the deep end. 

Abhiram spent his time working closely 
with the QA team in testing and refining 
upcoming product releases. Jamie was 
involved in writing a bespoke product for a 
live customer and worked closely with the 
lead architect on this. 

Both students stepped up to the mark very 
well and fully involved themselves within the 
development team, gaining a lot of praise 
and respect from their peers. Jamie has now 
got a full-time position here at Document 
Logistix and Abhiram is welcome to return 
after he finishes his further study.”

Steve Adams 
Development Team Manager  

at Document Logisitix

“This was my second internship at Document 
Logisitix, and I enjoyed every minute. The 
first one was during my degree where I 
worked just once a week, helping out the 
testing department. After successfully 
completing my degree at Buckingham 
I rejoined the testing team as part of a 
paid internship offered through Santander 
Universities SME Internship Programme 
from February to May. I was responsible 
for finding bugs, updating QA scripts and 
general installation/testing of all document 
management software. I gained experience 
in working with cutting edge products, as 
well as learning to be part of a dynamic 
team. 

My colleagues were really nice and made 
my first job a great experience. I’ll now go on 
to do a Master’s at Warwick Business School 
with work experience in the bag .”

Abhiram Adi 
 BSc Computing with Economics, 2015 

(pictured top left)
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Chemistry is central to our lives; everything 
around us is made of chemicals. Many 
improvements to our quality of life 
have arisen from advances in chemistry 
technology and the design and manufacture 
of new materials - from new medicines to 
longer lasting paints.  

One of the ways in which computer 
science contributes to these endeavours 
is through “cheminformatics”; a relatively 
new area of research that concerns the 
representation, storage and manipulation of 
chemical structures in a computer.  

This turns out to be a challenging task: 
chemical compounds are made of atoms 
joined together in a specific way and there 
are many billions of possible combinations, 
so there are many billions of possible 
different chemicals too, some of which may 
have useful properties.  

These chemicals and new and interesting 
compounds can now be explored using 

Cheminformatics
Applying computer  
science to chemistry

Different ways of 
representing the 
chemical structure 
of aspirin

computer databases, as opposed to using 
experiments in the chemistry laboratory 
(which are impractical because of the vast 
numbers of compounds involved).

Cheminformatics research in the 
Applied Computing Department focuses 
on applications in Computer-Aided Drug 
Design (CADD) – the design of potential 
new medicines. For example, a novel 
approach to treat diabetes is to find new 
compounds that will interact with and 
modify the activity of a particular protein in 
the body that is involved in the metabolism 
of fats. The picture above shows one such 
compound (mostly in blue) fitting into a 
cavity in the protein surface.

Computer-Aided Drug Design aims to 
identify more effective compounds by 
finding ones that fit better (for example 
ones that are more complementary in 
shape). The small number of best-fitting 
compounds can then be made and tested 
experimentally.  

Our current research involves developing 
improved methods for building and 
searching chemical databases and applying 
them to the design of new medicines to 
address major unmet medical needs. 
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During the latter part of the Autumn term 
Dr Stuart Hall, a Research Lecturer in 
Mathematics in the Department, hosted 
a visit from Dr Wafaa Batat. Wafaa is 
a researcher at the École Nationale 
Polytechnique d’Oran, Algeria. She works in 
a field of mathematics known as differential 
geometry and studies a type of geometry 
known as a Ricci Soliton (a generalisation of 
the type of shape that occurs in Einstein’s 
theory of general relativity).

During her visit she and Stuart studied a 
similar geometry known as a quasi-Einstein 
metric. They found a new way of describing 
some four-dimensional solutions of the 
quasi-Einstein equation, found in 2004 by 
the three physicists Hong Lü, Don Page and 
Christopher Pope. 

Each solution has two two-dimensional 
holes (a bit like the space inside a football) 
in it and using their new description, Wafaa 
and Stuart were also able to say how 
large the holes are relative to one another 
(technically this is known as determining 
the cohomology class of the metric).

What is very exciting about this work is 
how one could adapt the ideas to try to find 
solutions to the quasi-Einstein equations 
on four-dimensional shapes with three two-
dimensional holes in them. It turns out that 

the equations in this case are much more 
complicated and it is so far impossible to 
even say if they can be solved, let alone 
trying to describe a solution. 

In 2014 Stuart and his collaborator Dr 
Thomas Murphy (Tommy) from California 
State University, Fullerton, wrote a 
computer program to search for solutions 
to Einstein equations on spaces with 
three holes. They successfully recovered a 
solution that was shown abstractly to exist 
in 2007 by mathematicians Xuixiong Chen, 
Claude LeBrun and Brian Weber (this was a 
major breakthrough as it was the first new 
solution of Einstein’s equations found in 
four dimensions for about 20 years). 

Tommy visited the Department in 
January 2015 and some progress was 
made in adapting the algorithm from 
Einstein metrics to quasi-Einstein metrics. 
Stuart and Tommy hope to finish the new 
algorithm and set it running this year.

Wafaa’s visit was funded by a Visitors 
Grant from the London Mathematical 
Society (which Stuart is a member of) 
and Tommy’s visit was partly funded 
by a Dennison Research Grant from the 
University of Buckingham. The results 
of both visits appear in the preprint 
“Conformally Kähler geometry and quasi-
Einstein metrics” written jointly by Stuart, 
Tommy, Wafaa and Ali Jizany. Ali is a DPhil 
student in the Department and is studying 
mathematics. He checked many of the 
equations used in the paper and provided 
some Matlab calculations of certain 
parameters that are needed to describe the 
solutions.

A research visit from Algeria
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Highlights of 2015
21 January: Invited talk by Dr Hisham Al-Assam
Title: Biomedical Image Analysis as a tool towards fully automated 
phenotyping
Location: Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute in Cambridge

22 January: Public lecture by Dr Hisham Al-Assam
Title: Computer Science in Medical and Biomedical Research
Location: St Paul’s Catholic School, Milton Keynes

5 February: Guest lecture by Dr Ihsan Lami
Title: Integration of multi-signal acquisition into a single receive chain
Location: The University of Bologna, Italy

13 February: Guest lecture by Dr Ihsan Lami
Title: Use of WiFi, bluetooth and WSN for indoors localisation
Location: The University of Bologna, Italy

27 February: Invited talk by Dr Harin Sellahewa
Title: Using steganography to enhance security of biometric data 
exchange
Location: Biometrics Institute Member Meeting, Australia House, London

21 April: BCS Public lecture by Dr Ihsan Lami
Title: Co-operative indoors localisation between Smartphones 
based on onboard GNSS receivers, wireless communication 
transceivers and internal sensors
Location: The University of Buckingham 

28 April: Guest lecture by Dr Harin Sellahewa
Title: Using texture features in image analysis and classification
Location:  The University of Sri Jayewardenepura, Sri Lanka

7 May: Public lecture by Dr Harin Sellahewa 
Title: Steganography: the art of information hiding
Location: St Paul’s Catholic School, Milton Keynes 

18-20 May: Invited talk by Professor Sabah Jassim
Title: Challenges in Digital Forensic
Location: IMF 2015, Magdeburg, Germany

Dr Hisham Al-Assam

Dr Ihsan Lami

Dr Harin Sellahewa

Prof. Sabah Jassim
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Students and their families celebrated Iftar 
and Eid Al-Fitr during the month of Ramadan.

A break from studying



Science Admissions
Rosie Johnson
Tel: +44 (0)1280 828204
Email: science-admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

University Admissions
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820313
Email: admissions@buckingham.ac.uk

International Office
Tel: +44 (0)1280 820155
Email: international-office@buckingham.ac.uk

Scholarships and bursaries

High achiever scholarships
An automatic scholarship worth £2,500 per year is available to undergraduate Home (UK/EU) 
students achieving ABB or above (or equivalent) in their A Levels (excludes General Studies). 

Five counties scholarships
If you live in Buckinghamshire (including Milton Keynes), Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire, 
Northamptonshire or Oxfordshire, you will be entitled to a local scholarship of £2,500 per 
annum providing you meet the conditions of your offer. This scholarship is dependent on you 
making Buckingham your firm choice. You are not eligible for this award if you hold another 
scholarship from the University.

Buckingham bursaries
If, when you join the University, you are in receipt of a Maintenance Grant from Student Finance, 
you will receive an additional Buckingham bursary of £1,100 towards your tuition fees. This 
bursary may not be held with any other scholarship from the University.

Postgraduate first class scholarship
From July 2015 a first class scholarship will be available to both home and international 
students following a taught postgraduate degree at the University. The scholarship will reduce 
tuition fees by 33%. The scholarship will be automatically awarded to applicants who already 
have a first class honours degree that is recognised to UK standard.

The University of Buckingham 
Hunter Street, MK18 1EG www.buckingham.ac.uk


